Plan
YR
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Monday Literacy
Taking Flight
Watch the short film Taking Flight on Literacy Shed or download from YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gj6V-xZgtlQ
Short the picture cards Short the picture
Short the sentences
Make a feelings chart to show how Tony
Make a feelings chart to show how Tony
into true or false
cards into true or
into true or false.
feels at different parts of the story. Use
feels at different parts of the story. Use
false
Explain why they are example and emotions dictionary in pack. example and emotions dictionary in pack.
false.
Challenge: compare with other characters
Monday Afternoon Activity
Island Survival Lesson 1
You have gone on an adventure in the Radio Flyer and become stranded on a desert island. You need to find out how to survive.
Watch this video for desert island survival hacks: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfQag78Q4TI
Compete the activities for Island Survival Lesson 1, sheets all included, setting up camp and building a shelter.
YR
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Tuesday Literacy Treasures in your box (or pictures of the treasures if they are at school)
Hot Air Balloon Adventure. You’re in the Radio Flyer and it turns into
Hot Air Balloon Adventure. You’re in the Radio Flyer and it turns into a hot air balloon.
a hot air balloon. Describe your adventure. Use the sheet in the pack. Describe your experience. Use the sheet in the pack.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrzpaVbfyd8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgZc6vEEPZc
Challenge: How does a hot air balloon work? Watch the video and write a few
sentences/paragraph.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-10964806/how-do-you-make-a-hot-air-balloonfly
Tuesday Activity 2 Island Survival Lesson 2
Island survival Lesson 2. Watch the video for more survival tips: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjetAnMmiTw Complete activities on the worksheet. You
meet a person on the island. Draw a picture of them. He/She tells you where the island is. Mark it on the map. Together you design a flag for the island.
N.B. The map of the world may be too complicated for Reception, I though some may like it.
Watch the continents song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6DSMZ8b3LE

Watch the five oceans song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6BE4VcYngQ

Wednesday Activity: shape poems
Look at the Power Point and read the examples. Write your own shape poem about something which flies.

Instructions and differentiation are on power point.

Wednesday Afternoon Activity
Island Survival Lesson 3
Island survival Lesson 3: escaping the island. Watch the final island survival tips video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7qy1n7fbNE
Investigate floating and sinking. Which materials make the best boat? Design a boat to escape your island. All activities are on worksheets in pack.
YR
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6
Thursday Literacy
Research the history of flight
Research an important person in the history of flight. Create a poster, infographic, PowerPoint or anything else to show what you have learnt about them and
their invention.
You should include this: 1. Who they were, 2. What they invented and when, 3. A picture of their invention, 4. Interesting facts
Use this video to help you and the books for
this afternoon
History of flying
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/pshe-ks1-ks2-proud-to-be-apilot/zdgtscw

Year 2 and 3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/pshe-ks1-ks2proud-to-be-a-pilot/zdgtscw

Horrible Histories song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJH9E
VNBxMc

More suitable for Years 3-4 but Year 2 may be able to access
these:
Horrible Histories song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJH9EVNBxMc

Watch the two videos on the history of
flying:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvb
76v4/articles/zdcskmn

Watch the two videos on the history of flying:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvb76v4/articles/zdcsk
mn

The Wright Brothers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDlk4
Ky_ahs

YR
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Thursday Afternoon Activity Flying machines through history
Look at pictures of aeroplanes through history Look at the pictures of flying machines throughout history.
(in pack)
Pick two and compare them using a Venn diagram.
Read or listen to this book
Write a sentence/paragraph to describe one of the planes.
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.htm
l?a=ff_firstair_f14
Year 2 can complete Year 1 if Venn diagram are too difficult, I
Learn about parts of an aeroplane
used them in French and I think they all managed.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rD602zN
MzI4
E-Book Year 2- 4

Y5

Y6

Look at the pictures of flying machines
throughout history.
Pick three and compare them using a Venn
diagram.
Write a sentence/paragraph to describe
one of the planes.

Label a picture of the aeroplane

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=sle_airpl_f13
E-book for Year 3 and 4
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=shim_airpl_s1
4

Thursday Afternoon Activity 2 Paper aeroplanes
Can be done on different day, depending on the weather (it’ll be helpful for the children who are in and out of school if we decide when to do this, at the
moment the forecast for Thursday is good).
Make and fly different paper aeroplanes. Investigate which design or material is best. In school, you can measure using steps so you don’t need to worry about
the hygiene of using rulers.
https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=mfg_paairp_s1 (it’s an American book so you could discuss the different spellings of aeroplane.)

Friday Literacy Poems
YR
Y1
Read the Little Aeroplane poem or listen to an
adult read it (in pack).
Learn the poem and the actions and act it out
for somebody at home or in school.

Y2
Y3
Y4
Read the Flying Machine poem (in pack). What does the flying
machine look like? Answer questions on the poem.
Challenge: Learn this poem and put actions to it and act it out
for somebody at home or in school.

Y5
Y6
Read the Flying Machine poem (in pack).
What does the flying machine look like?
Answer questions on the poem.
Challenge: Learn this poem and put actions
to it and act it out for somebody at home
or in school or write your own flying
machine poem.

Friday Activity 3 Invent and make a flying machine.
Use everything you have learnt this week about flying machines to build, make, create or draw your own flying machine. You can use cardboard, newspaper,
plastic bottles, PlayDoh, Lego or anything else you can find. Be creative!
How does it work? Can you make it fly? Where would you like to go in your flying machine?

